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1. INTRODUCTIOS 
The minimum problem 
minlFx + g/ (x E R,, g E R,, n 3 m)+ (1) 
still does not seem to have been solved to full satisfaction as far as the 
actual numerical calculation is concerned. True, the Golub-Businger 
technique [l, 21 computes the solution x as precisely as this can be done 
at all, but are we always interested in a high-precision solution? In fact, 
it must be assumed that x is later used for some purpose for which a 
too precise vector x might be undesirable because of possible cancellation 
involved in the evaluation of Fx. If this is the case, then very likely a 
“smaller” vector x would serve the purpose better, even if [Fx + gl is 
no longer minimal. 
The following example may serve to illustrate the issue: 
Here the minimal solution is 
with IFx + g12 = 0.5. 
* Dedicated to Professor A. M. Ostrowski on his 75th birthday. 
t Throughout this paper j 1 denotes the Euclidean length (norm) of a vector. 
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If this x is to be used in a context allowing only for &digit accuracy, 
it is useless since evaluation of Fx entails cancellation of all significant 
figures. It would then be better to use instead some smaller X, e.g., 
X= 
or even 
5 
x= 0 (i 0 
with IFx + g12 = 2, 
with jFx + g12 = 5. 
2. CANCELLATION 
Let us define the amount of cancellation in an additive operation 
a + b as the ratio 
c _ max(la!, I$ . 
la + bl 
In the following it can be assumed without loss of generality that all 
columns of F have length 1. Then evaluation of Fx entails a certain 
amount of cancellation for which-since IFxl < Ig/- 
is a sufficiently safe estimate for our purposes. Thus, in order to keep 
cancellation in the order of magnitude C, it must somehow be enforced 
that the computed solution x satisfies 
3. THE PROJECTION METHOD 
A clean method to keep cancellation under control is to solve the eigen- 
value problem for A = FTF; in doing so, matrices V (n x m with 
orthonormal columns z’i, . . ., urn), II = diag(l,, . . , I,) with lj 3 0, and 
U (m x m orthogonal) are found such that 
F = VDU; (5) 
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hence the least square solution x is given by 
DUx = - VTg, 
or, with y = Ux, 
yj’j= _y 
1 
However, if y is computed as 
i 
VjTg 
yj = lj 
0 
we obtain indeed 
(i = 1,. . .,m). 
if 17 > l/C, 
if lj< l/C, 
ly(2 = 1x12 = 2 @g< qg/2, 
12 lj>l!C .l 
but at the same time IFx + g12 is increased by 
2 zc (‘jTgJ2. 
I’ 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
4. THE RELAXED LEAST SQUARE SOLUTION 
According to a suggestion which goes back to Riley [3],* the minimum 
problem (1) can be approximated by the modified problem 
min(lFx + gj2 + e”lxl”) (for given e), (11) 
x 
whose solution is given by the normal equations 
(FTF + e21)x + F*g = 0. 
This x is also solution of 
minjF’x + g’j, 
(12) 
* The purpose of this modification was to furnish an iteration process for obtaining 
a more precise solution of the minimum problem (I), while here the solution of (11) is 
used as it stands. 
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and is most conveniently computed by Schmidt orthogonalization of 
the columns of F’, with reorthogonalization wherever needed. With the 
same meaning of U, D, V, ?’ as in (5), (6), we have now instead of (7): 
Since the coefficient of - (z~~‘.g ) is at most 1/2e, and !xJ = 1~11, (4) does 
hold for the solution of (13) as obtained with E = l/SC. This x, however, 
does not solve (1) but yields an I Fx + ,g 1 2 which exceeds the minimum b!. 
(15) 
The contribution of an eigenvalue I, considerably larger than e to (15) 
is therefore of the order (e/1,J4. This is less favorable than (lo), where 
the larger eigenvalues do not contribute at all. 
5. DOUBLY RELAXED LEAST SQUARE SOLUTIOK 
If it could somehow be managed to squeeze the normal equations 
into the form 
[FTF + e2I + ez(F”F + e21)-l]x + F’g = 0, (16) 
this would correspond (with the same notations as in (5), (6)) to 
lk 
yk = - ~~2 + e2 + e2/(l,,2 +e2) (vk’g) (17) 
The coefficient of - (zlk’g) in (17) being below l/vZe, the solution of (16) 
meets the condition (4) already for e = 1/X2. As a consequence, while 
the contributions of the larger eigenvalues I, to the increase of lFx + g12 
are again of the order (e/J,)*, they are for the same C by a factor C* smaller 
than before. 
Likewise the accompanying table shows that (17) much better than 
(14) approximates (8), which in a certain sense is the optimal solution. 
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1 (8) (14) (17) 
10-l 10 9.99975 
lo-” 100 99.7506 
.5 x IO-3 200 198.020 
2 x 10-S ,500 470.R88 
10-a 1000 1 0 800 
.i x lop4 0 1000 
2 h: 10-4 0 689.655 
10-4 0 384.613 
10-b 0 39.984 
10-6 0 3.99998 
I-* 0 0 4C21 
10 
99.9973 
199.920 
492.308 
800 
400 
31.7967 
3.9985 
0.00401 
.i x 1 O-6 
The table compares the coefficients of - (~,‘g) in formulas (8), (14), 
and (17) as functions of I for a fixed value C = 10e3 (i.e., e = 5 X 10h4 
for (14); e = 5 X lo-’ for (17)). 
6. THE NCTMERICAL PROCESS CORRESPONDING TO (16) 
Let 
(18) 
be the U-K decomposition of the matrix F’ where now the columns 
of the com,bined N-S?‘ matrix are orthonormal and R is (m x m) upper 
triangular. Obviously Sr = eR-l whence 
F”F + 31 + e2(F“F + e21)-l = R”R + e2(R“R)m 1 
= R?‘R + e2R-lR-” = R”R + S“S. (19) 
With this the normal equations (16) reduce to 
(R“R + .5%)x + RT(NTg) = 0, PO) 
which can be interpreted as the normal equation system to the minimum 
problem 
mjn~[;~.]~+( .:.)I, where h=Nrg. (21) 
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As before, (21) is most conveniently solved via U-R decomposition of 
the combined (2m x m) R-S matrix: 
(.I.)= (.;.)M, (22) 
where M is (m, x m) upper triangular, and the columns of the combined 
A-B matrix are orthonormal. Then the solution of (21) is obtained b! 
Mx + A“12 = 0. (23) 
We conclude by summing up that the numerical process for computing 
the solution of (16) is described by (18), (22), and (23). It is worthwhile 
to remark that hereby only (18) and the computation of h = NTg involve 
a computing effort of the order O(n). 
7. THE GENERAL CASE 
The above method can be applied also if the columns of F do not have 
length 1, but in order that cancellation be considered correctly, the general 
problem min,lFx + gl must be reduced by a trivial transformation to 
the special case treated before: 
Let D be a (m x m) diagonal matrix such that the columns of FL>-’ = 
F* have length 1. Then we solve, with x* = Dx, 
min)F*x* + g( 
I* 
by Eqs. (18), (22), and (23): 
Multiplying the first two equations from the right by D, we obtain, with 
F*D=F, R*D=R, M*D=M: 
(;%i=(.;)R, (Is*) 
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R 
. . . 
SD 
A 
)_ 0 M, (=*I B 
whereupon the solution is again given by (23). Thus only the following 
modifications to the method described in Section 6 are required: 
(a) Replace the matrix el in (18) with eD, where D is a diagonal 
matrix with dkk = length of the kth column of F; 
(b) Postmultiply the matrix S with D before performing the U-R 
decomposition (22). 
8. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
We attempt to approximate f(t) = 1/(15t - 14) in the interval (1, 2) 
by a polynomial P(t) of order 14. If 51 grid points t = 1 step 0.02 until 2 
are chosen, and the t t k coefficient of P(t) is denoted by x[k + 11, a 
linear least square problem with 
n = 51, m = 15, 
is obtained. 
f[i, j] = (0.98 + 0.02i) t (i - I), 
g[k] = - l/(0.7 + 0.3k) 
The minimum solution is (approximately) 
P(t) = 89860.96 - 557097.6t + 1478266t2 - 2141907t3 + . - . 
for which lFx + g12 = 5.93 x 10-5. However, because of the large 
coefficients, it is practically useless. 
Of course, the situation could be improved by a shift of the t-origin, 
but in order to show what relaxed least square methods can do, the 
problem is solved with the methods given in Section 7: 
The relaxed least square solution with e = 5 x 1OV (in the sense 
of Section 7) is 
P(t) = 7150.667 - 36086.53s + 76003.57t2 - 84317.31t3 
+ 49734.01t4 - 12238.11@ - 453.2725t6 - 593.4404t’ 
+ 964.7462P - 24.84878ts - 155.7832tlO 
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14.41197tl’ + 43.69338t12 ~ 13.d70riOt’3 
t 1.256913S’“, 
for which ‘Fx +- gi2 = 6.3306 x lCA. 
In contrast to this, the doubly relaxed least square solution with 
c = 5 X lo-l5 is 
P(t) = 3717.302 ~ 15408.33t + 23914.6lt” ~ 14696.63t” 
657.7373t4 + 3827.708P + 242.OOXBt” ~ !W.5174tT 
_ 233.2300t8 + 207.9.5351s + 107.2776tlO 
40.91808t” ~ 35.68374t’” c 19.98848t1” 
2.X011 ifit” 
The advantage of the double relaxation over single relaxation is not 
too impressive in this case, because the spectrum of F”F is rather dense 
in the vicinity of e2. *All the same cancellation is reduced considerably 
at the cost of only a slight increase of \I;X + g(. 
Recently Rust, Burrus, and Schneeberger 141 described a method 
for computing the generalized inverse 2 T= F’ via the Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization process. The present author takes an entirely different 
approach, namely via the relaxed least square solution as described in 
Sections 4-6, but without requiring the columns of F to be normalized 
to length 1, and also without using the transformation mentioned in 
Section 7 (the latter would lead to a more general type of pseudoinverse). 
Indeed, Albert and Sittler 1,51* have shown that the generalized inverse 
can be defined as 
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From the derivation of this result it may be deduced that also 
2 = lim(FTF + $I+ e2(FTF + e21)-1)-1F’ (26) 
c--to 
is true, but the convergence properties are different. 
Now (F’F + e21)-lFT being equal to R-‘NT, where R, N are defined 
by (18), the pseudoinverse Z = F- can be computed as the limit of the 
relaxed pseudo&verse 
Z,(e) = R-‘N“, for e +O. (27) 
We need hardly point out that this limiting property can be used only 
for fairly large e, if F is ill-conditioned. A more hopeful result can be 
derived from (26): If the quantity to the right of the limit symbol in 
(26) is introduced as the doubly relaxed $seudoinverse 
Z,(e) = M-lA “N’, 
where M, A are computed by (22), then for e + 0 again the pseudoinverse 
Z = Ff is obtained, but this time we can fathom e down to one unit 
of the last digit in the mantissa. 
As an example, take F = array f 11 : 7, 1 : 31 with f [i, k] = i + k - 1. 
The precise pseudoinverse is Z = array z [l : 3, 1 : 71 with 
z [k, i] = l;i (- 152 + 3% + 71k - 15ik). 
We list the values computed by a CDC-1604.1 computer (35 bit mantissa). 
(a) With (27), e = 10-3: 
- 0.3749932 - 0.2738117 - 0.1726303 - 0.0714173 
- 0.0357274 - 0.0238048 - 0.0118821 - 0.0000224 
0.3035779 0.2261880 0.1487981 0.0714397 
0.0297608 0.1309383 0.2321537 
0.0119069 0.0238376 0.0356924 
- 0.0059534 - 0.0833473 - 0.1607032 
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(b) With (28), E = 10--s: 
- 0.3749997 - 0.2738093 - C).li26189 - 0.0714285 
- 0.0357143 -!I - 0.0238095 - 0.0119047 6.46 X 10 
0.3035712 0.2261903 0.1488094 0.0714285 
0.029761!) 0.1309523 0.2321427 
0.0119048 0.0238095 0.0357143 
- 0.0059524 -- 0.0833333 -- 0.1607141 
(c) With (27), e = lOP, the results are quite useless: 
i 
- 34230.64 11226.06 - 19123.15 . . .’ 
\... ‘I I 
(d) With (SS), and anJ_ E between 10-j and 10-lo, the elements of 
the numerically computed Z,(e) deviate at most 1.3 x lo-lo from the 
corresponding elements of the precise pseudoinverse. 
The author is deeply indebted to Dr. C. Reinsch, Mathematisches Institut, 
Technische Hochschule Miinchen for suggesting valuable improvements of the 
manuscript. 
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